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요 약. Octahedral symmetry 를 지 닌 리 간드에 의한 영 향 아래 있는 하나의 d 전자를 갖는 금속 착 

물을 대상으로, 결정장 분리계수 102Z를 결정장이론에 의하여 이론적으로 계산하였다. 점전하 모 

형을 쓰되 , Shull-Lowdin 함수를 사용하여 배치 간 작용을 고려하고, Integral Hellmann'Feynman 
Theorem 을 써서 고차섭동의 영 향을 추출하였다. 고차섭동의 영 향이 일차섭동의 약 50%가 됨을 

알았다. Octahedral potential 에 의해 3 d 함수의 각 성분의 변화가 없고, 风 와 상태 에서 , 동경 

성분의 변화가 일정하므로 는 유일한 파라미터로 남을 것이라는 결론을 얻었다.

ABSTRACT. For the metal complex of d1 configuration with the octahedrally coordinated ligands, 
the crystal field parameter, is calculated from first principles within the framework of the 
crystal field theory. With the point charge model, the configuration interaction is introduced by 
use of the Shull-Lowdin functions. Through the Integral Hellmann-Feynman Theorem, the higher 
order effect is visualized. It is found that the higer order effect on IQDq is about 50% of the first 
order effect. Since 3d function is angularly undistorted and radially equally distorted in Eg and 
T2g states, due to the octahedral potential, the calculated IQDq is still the unique parameter for the 

splitting.

1. INTRODUCTION

The crystal field theory of Bethe1 and Van
Vleck2, which has been successful in explaining
the magnetic properties and the spectra of the
transition metal complexes, is based on the as
sumption that the metal ion feels a purely elec
trostatic field with point group symmetry of the 
ligands. According to the theory, it is possible

to express the gaps between any two energy
levels of the metal ion by a single parameter, 
usually denoted by lODq, and it corresponds to 
the radial integral of the first order splitting3. 
However, in practice, the integral is replaced 
by the empirical value4 *"6. Attempts to calculate 
10-Dg from first principles have led to results 
that disagree considerably with the empirically 
deduced values7.
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One of the reasons of the failure is that one 
can know nothing but the symmetry of the cry
stal field potential. Therefore, in the theoretical 
calculations, a model of the potential is employed. 
The other is that the higher order energy was 
not included. Theoretically, the difference of 
the first order perturbation energies is parame
terized, but in practice, this very parameter is 
replaced by empirical values which are, by de
finition, the difference of the sum of the pertur
bation energies of all order (hereafter we call 
total p은rturbaticm energy). Therefore, even if 
the explicit form of the crystal E시d potential 
can be known, cannot be calculated from 
the first order energies, as long as the higher 
order correction contributes remarkably to the 
splitting If, however, one uses the Integral 
Hellmann-Feynman Theorem (IHF)8, the for
mulations of the first order energy in the classi
cal crystal field theory can be replaced by that 
of the total perturbation energy.

We analyzed the calculation of lODq of〔Ni 
F%〕— by Sugano and Shulman9, which is ess
entially the SCF MO method and thus employs 
relatively explicit potential. We became con
vinced that at least for that complex, the con
tribution of the higher order effect is dominant 
and that even the sign of lODq disagrees with 
the empirical value if solely the first order 
energy is taken into account19.

One of the purposes of the present work is 
to check the higher order effect in the situation 
where single d electron is placed in the center 
of octahedrally coordinated point charges. From 
a logical point of view, the result of the calcu
lation should merely reflect the defects of the 
potential. If IHF is used, the wave functions 
obtained from the variational scheme can be 
used in the total perturbation energy expression 
as if they were the perturbation functions. We 
employ the set of the Shull-Lowdin functions10, 
by which integrals converge very rapidly, as a 

common basis set in the zero order and the 
perturbed states. The use of a common basis 
set guarantees the equality8, <0|』卩”| 賀〈洌评〉-1〉 

= 質〉一이#〉, where JV=H-
and © and 世 are the variational function 

of and H, respectively.
The secondary objective of the work is to 

examine the nature of the angular and the ra
dial distortions. The existance of the unique 
parameter, 10Dq, depends on the nature of these 
distortions, when the configuration interaction 
prevails.

2. FORMULATION

Let the Shull-Lowdin functions10 be

饥侦=Rni S) 丫产0饥 ⑴

where y尸夕)are the spherical harmonics3, n, 
and R시 (r) are the radial functions defined by

E*籍诺号部E 

21+2 ,
L (2Qr) exp(—Qr) (2)

Q is the effective nuclear charge of the metal 
ion, and L* 愆)are the associated Laguerre 
polynomials. Thus,

編(丁) = (2Q)3/2U 依E万)!(宀

exp(—Q庭。(成二厂五늤3욍在顼疋! *

=^ni 支己E/ exp(—Qr) 사내 (3) 

where definitions of Ani and Bnik are obvious. 
These radial functions form an orthonormal 
complete set, that is,

Jo Rni (r) Rn'V S) r2dr=dnn> (4)

Since the expectation values of the hydrogenic 
Hamiltonian increase rapidly as n increases, 
these functions are also expected to make other 
expectation values converge more rapi키顶 than 
the hydrogenic wave functions, which are not 
complete until the wave functions for the con
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tinuum are taken into full account. If the zero 
order Hamiltonian12 is

丑。=—夺卩2_오 (5)
Z r

and the kinetic energy operator 瓦 is

瓦*』用+1) -泛(宀方〕 ⑹

then the matrix elements are

〈負妇成IH 이。丸 s，〉

=如必시J。RnKiR^dr-Q^ RuR^rdr^ ⑺

It can be shown that12,

〈知」H 이。〃用〉

=如,膈硏瓠•+(의) {(:f•) +堕%긍〉

洁』〕 (8)

where 顷=
(n±Z+l)T
(I—1)! and i>j.

Given the zero order Schrodinger equation

Hpk=E?如 (9)
one may obtain approximations to 饥(denoted 
by $k)

(0L,2L02O)= (©3趴如趴…奶3小05矿…如*、)

(10) 
from a limited set of the Shull-Lovzdin functions

。2, •…，。20)=(03a,丁…，饥 3L《匾,•…。塩) 
(ID

through variation. That is,

20
诳=£。的 (12)

1=1

The lowest eigenvalue obtained from the secular 
equation is close approximation to the exact 
hydrogenic 3d energy, and the corresponding 
eigenvector 俱由 is an approximation to the 
hydrogenic 3d wave function. For instance, 
when the effective nuclear charge of the metal 
ion is 1, the lowest eigenvalue is — 0.55496 
X10-1 a.u., while the exact hydrogenic 3d 
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energy is — 0. 55556 X10-1 a.u. We were not 
able to use the wave functions higher than 
14d, due to the loss of the significant figures in 
the radial integrals.

If six point charges (ligands) are placed 
around the metal ion as in Fig. 1, the 
potential13, JV, is given by

On the other hand,

志广 & £3牝％gE(14)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13),

JV= S S 卷話 S y/"*(Q•的)；• 
7=0 거 =一, 2Z+1 厂〉'十丄 丿

=6 而苫酬筋傍슨-

〔坦+/§Q了+yK)]+••••

三6•而赤。"。+荡/卽"牛…(15)

Let the Schrodinger equation of the perturbed

Fig. 1. Coordinates used to decribe the regular octa
hedron of the point charges, (metal-ligand distance = R 
in a. u., metal chargeand ligand charge=Z).
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states be
H^k=Et^k (16)

with

(17)

The eigenvectors,理如 can be approximated 

with Wk,
虹=隹枳际 (18)

» = i
The Schrodinger equations for Eg and T& are 
given by, respectively,

gg=E*" (19)
方@/2g=E产呗产g (20)

And by the definition of 10Dg,

10Dq=J=E 产 一 E 产g (21)

The matrix elements of H are

.旧质> =〈0旧。+如宙〉

= <${\ H이 秘〉爲•+<〔&• IJ VI海〉 (22)

since 农 are diagonal with respect to H°. 
Taking 鬲三一R紀/〃疽，then one has

<$i\ J VI 晶〉=6 /况 VRM R씨 Rm’j〉• 

〈。泰0 씨 纣冰〉

+荡/*己侦成씨电江>

京 I 小씨饥祯丿〉 (23)

from Eq. (15). By use of Eq. (12), the inte
grals of the radial parts may be expressed as

20 20
i = l
<〔Rh|R>o|Rw，〉 (24)

20 20
成씨，R，"〉= £ S 아,•아,4 = 1 ”=1

씨見,,,〉 (25)

It can be shown that18

F차 (力, r) 三J； 尸》exp (—&厂)；듯宥 力*

=糸「£'*% xp(3%r+

pco
R* r^~rt-1exp {—ar) dr

= exp (-aR)〔/潔£
亡成+R史芦以.

l=p+„+l ar

흑挙 ■宇〕 (26)

According to Eqs. (3) and (26), the integrals 
in Eqs. (24) and(25) may be expressed as

i -1 - i y二丄
<ZRki I ^001 Rvi^—^-ki^k'V y —j〉, j 功产

w exp(—2QR) x[(2Q$+i.豆
5으] (2QR)^ + (力-1>! 铠 (27)
容品 ql (2Q) 少 g스。 q! 」

<Rki\R씨R叩〉=&以" £二 跖-

Bk-i'1' exp (- 2QR) ><[(；£§*如-
宀(2QR)\R43—5)!宁(2QR)，但) 
彼3厂+ (2沂厂A ―如—J(28)

where 力 n+£‘+Z+" + 2, and and 瓦,”" 

are alternating series. The positive and the 
negative terms of the series are calculated 
separately in order to minimize the loss of signi
ficant figures.

From the Schrodinger equation of Eqs. (9) 
and (16), one can immediately write down

〈和 丑。+，卩网〉=8〈시妁〉 (29)

or

〈板|匕审|晚>=(旦—互°)〈시*〉(30)

Thus one has
心。=<勢醫罗 (31)

which is the Integral Hellmann-Feynman 
Theorem8. Eq. (31) does hold even with 
approximations 及 and 知 only if they are 
made of a common basis set8.

From Eq. (21)

/= (E产一瓦。)一(E产9一码0) (32)

According to Eqs. (18) and (31)

_〈，丧MVI酒K〉瑜0V|硏,匆〉

—費成1"〉 - <0产9修产9〉
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—〈為이彳&萨如£> 一

<0产이』叮?&,2喝，2，〉

J孑函E炕产临产9〉

=〔01이 / VI 时〉一 炳'卽 I / VI 級匆〉〕

+〔〈3曇0VI习&1财湼〉
* = 2

一〈6产90VI Z 나产呀产9〉〕 (33)
4 = 2

where d虹=&山B匹 The first term on the right 
of Eq. (33) corresponds to the lODq of the 
classical crystal field theory. The second term 
corresponds to the higher order correction on 
10-D^, coming from the mixing of excited con
figurations.

3, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computations are performed on IBM-360, the 
electronic digital computer of the Seoul National 
University. For the comparison, the empirically 
deduced value of 10Dq of TiFg3', 15, 500cm-1,15 
is referred. Thus the calculations are performed 
for the metai-ligand distance J?=3. 7, 3.8, 3. 9, 

and 4.0 atomic units, and for the effective 
nuclear charge of the metal ion Q=4.0, 5.7,
5. 9, and 6. 3. Q=4. 0 corresponds to the com
pletely screened nuclear charge by the inner 
electrons, and Q=5.9 is calculated from the 
Slater rule. The ligand charge Z is varied from 

—50 to —1. 20.
It is noticeable that the higher order effect on 

is remarkable when 7^=3. 8 a. u. and Q = 
5. 9. (see Table 1 and 2) The effect of the hi이】er 
order correction is visually presented in Fig. 2.

The contributions of each excited configuration 
to the higher order, which are calculated from 
Eq. (33), are shown in Table 3 and the situa
tion is more visually shown in Fig. 3. The 
equielectron density curve of d£Z and 必十 in 
xz plane ($>—0°) are represented in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5, respectively. And when 0 is 20° and 
45° in xz plane, the probability distributions 
along the distance from the metal ion are shown 
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. These pro
bability distribution lines are not normalized. 
In Table 4, one finds that the fraction of the

Table 1. iQDq (cm-1) dependence upon the ligand charge Z and the metal charge Q (metal-ligand distance 
R = 3、8 a. u.).

o Ligand charge (Z)

-0.50 -0.72 -0.90 -1.00 -1.20

First* 13,100 18,800 23,600 26,200 31,400
4.0 Higher 300 900 1,400 1,900 2,600

Total 13,400 19, 700 25, 000 28,100 34,000

First 4,910 7, 070 8, 840 9, 820 11, 800
5.7 Higher -80 -160 一 230 -270 -300

Total 4,830 6,910 8,610 9,550 11, 500

First 4, 330 6, 230 7,790 & 650 10, 400
5.9 Higher 1,370 2, 760 4, 210 4, 850 6, 400

Total 5,700 8, 990 11,900 13, 500 16,800

First 3, 370 4, 850 6,070 6,740 8, 090
6.3 Higher -40 -80 -130 -150 -210

Total 3,330 4, 770 5,940 6, 590 7,880

♦First； 10Dq calculated from 나le first order approximation, Higher； higher order correction on 10Dq, Total；l£)Z)q 
including higher order correction.

V시. 21, No. 1, 1977
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Table 2. lODg (cm”)dependence upon the ligand charge Z and the metal-ligand distance R in a. u. (metal 
charge Q=5.9).

R
Ligand charge (Z)

Th 50 -0.72 —0. 90 -1.00 -1. 20

First* 4, 900 7, 060 8, 820 9, 800 11,800
3.7 Higher -70 -140 -210 一 250 -400

Total 4, 830 & 920 8, 610 9, 550 11,400

First 4, 330 6,230 7,790 8,650 10,400
3.8 Higher 1, 370 2, 760 4, 210 4, 850 6, 400

Total 5, 700 8,990 n, 900 13, 500 16,800

First 3, 820 5,510 6, 880 7,650 9,180
3.9 Higher -50 -120 -160 -200 一 27。

Total 3, 770 5, 390 6, 720 7, 450 8,910

First 3,380 4, 870 6,090 6,770 8,120
4.0 Higher -40 -90 -140 -170 一 230

Total 3, 340 4, 780 5,950 6,600 7,890

$First; calculted from the first order approximation, Higher； higher order correction on 10Dq, Total； l\)Dq 
including higher order correction.

o

• Eg
x 丁 2g

疔5 咨 6芬 沱 旳 法 苟기^ 函啬爲E蕭制

Fig. 3- Contributions of each excited configuration to 
the higher order effect (metal-ligand distance R=3. 8 
a. u.( metal charge Q=5.9, and ligand charge Z= 
—1.00).

Fig, 2. Energy-level diagram showing the higher 
order effect on 10Dq. (unit=atomic unit, metal-ligand 
distance 7? = 3. 8 a. u,, metal charge。=5.9, and ligand 
charge Z = — 1. 00).

radial integrals inside the ligands are dominant, 
and the phenomenon coincides with that observed 
by Karplus et al,17 It means that the radial 
integrals are affected only by the inner functions.

In Table 1 and Table 2, the calculated values 
agree, in order of magnitude, with the empiri
cally deduced value at Q—5.9 and R=3・ 8 a. u. 
This implies that the point charge model is 
fairly realistic at least for this complex. The 
calculated values of 10】为 are very sensitive to 
Q and Z. The fact implies that IQDq itself 
sensitively depends on the bond formatiors 용

Journdl of the Korean Chemical Society
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Table 3. Contributions of each excited configuration to the higher order (metal-ligand distance is 3.8 a. u., metal 
charge is 5. 9, and ligand charge is — 1. 0).

翎2牛顷次2初2，〉 以产** 9产|4矿|农0严〉

4d -2.97X10"1 -8. 76X10" -2. 54X10T -6. 02X10"
2.21X10"1 -8. 82X10" 2. 26X10"1 -9. 33X10”

6d ~2, 00X10-3 -8. 88X10-6 -7.45X10-4 -3.47X10-6

Id 8. 04X1(广2 -3. 38X10" 7. 95X10-2 一3. 34X10-2
~1. 75X10-2 -2. 75X107 -1. 73X10-2 -2. 54X10T

9d ~2. 47X10-2 一 1. 02X1(广2 一2. 70X10" -1. 00X10-2
1(辺 -1. 23X10-2 -3.42X1(广3 T. 21X10" 一3. 36X10-3
lid 7. 05X10-3 -1. 97X10-3 6.93X10"3 -1. 93X10-3

12d -5.97X10—3 -2.65X10-3 一 5.68X10-3 -2. 60X1(厂3
IM 8. 58X10-4 —L 56X10-4 8.42X10-4 -1. 53X10-4

5g 1.47X10"2 — 3.15X1" -2.65X10" 一 1.13X10T
6g 1. 89X10-3 一 8.11X10'6 -2. 35X10"2 -2. 02X10-4
7g L 24X10-4 1.09X10-7 -5. 62X1/ 9. 84X10T
8g 2. 29X10-5 4. 24X10"10 -1.17X10-4 4. 33X10"9
9g ~1. 43X10-6 -3. 26X10—】° 2. 97X10-5 -1. 36X1(广8

10g 3. 75X10-5 -2. 65X10-8 一6.16X10-5 一&75X10-8
11g L 95X10-5 -1. 25 XW8 -3.19X10-5 -4. 08X10*
12g -7.74X10-6 -3. 90X10-9 1.91X10-5 -1.93X102
13g 3. 36X10"6 — 1.72X10-9 一5. 70X1/ 一5. 39X10"9
和史』位严/炫产七 *거山产=&]%跖气

Fig. 5. Equielectron density curve of 爲小 in xz 
plane(f)=0) (metal-ligand distance R~3. 8 a. u., metal 
아Large Q=5・9, and ligand charge Z=—LOO).

•Fig. 4. Equielectron density curve of dxz in xz plane 
(伊=0) (metal-ligand distance R = 3.8 a. u., metal 
charge Q=5.9, and ligand charge Z=—LOO).

Vol. 21, No. 1, 1977
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0!

r  

Q
 

스
흐
 £

3I 2
Distance in a.u.

Fig. 6. Electron density distribution along the line 
A in Fig. 4 and Fig, 5(9 = 0, 8=20°).

unperturbed dxz 
and dx2-y2

0

Table 4. Fractions of the radial integrations inside the 
ligands (metal-ligand distance R — 3. 8 a. u., and metal 
charge Q=5. 9).

n 砂 
1岛〉

<Rn2\R°4 
成点〉

〈&|贮 
成4〉 氐4〉

3 1. 000 1.000
4 1.000 1-000
5 1.000 1. 000 1.000 1. 000
6 1.000 1.000 1. 000 1. 000
7 1.000 1. 000 1.000 1.000
8 1. 000 0.998 1.000 0.999
9 0.998 0. 989 0. 999 0.996

10 0.989 0. 951 0.994 0. 971
11 0.949 0.841 0.968 0. 892
12 0. 854 0. 629 0.890 0. 712
13 0. 738 0. 385 0.767 0. 455

precise form of the crystal field potential is 
given, the first order approximation may not 
agree with the empirically deduced values. In 
fact, according to the analysis of the〔NiF^」 

calculation by Sugano and Shulman, where a 
relatively explicit potential is employed, even 
the sign of the first order disagrees with the 
empirical IQDq value.19

Di stance in c.u.

Fig. 7. Electron density distribution along the line B 
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5(9 = 0, 5=45。)

between 놔le metal ion and ligands, and on 
the interaction between the inner electrons and 
the valence electrons of the metal ion. The 
higher order effect is about one half of the first 
order effect in IQDq. Thus, the higher order 
correction is essential in the calculation of lODq 
from first principles. The parameter 10Dqt of 
which the classical expression is given by

10^ = <^MV| ©費〉一 V。产q/卩］机2，〉

(34)

may be replaced by the empirical value. How
ever, in the theoretical calculations, even if the

From Table 3, one finds that the effects of g- 
functions are negligible (no angular distortion), 
and each excited configuration contributes nearly 
equally, in Eg and T2g states, to the higher 
order correction. The phenomenon of the equal 
radial distortion is also seen in Fig. 4 through 
Fig. 7. It means that there exists the sole radial 
integral which can be parameterized. Thus, 
lODq should be recognized as a unique parameter 
at least in the present model.8

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the observations obtained from the pre
sent work, one may conclude that, in the 10Dqt 
the higher order effect is as important as the 
first order. The simple point chaise model is 
fairly realistic for the description of the crystal 
field potential of TiFe3- ion.

Journal of the Korean Chemical Society
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Since the introduction of the excited con
figuration mixing does not alter the angular 
dependence of the zero order functions, and 
causes the equal radial distortion to the Eg and 
T2g states, the lCLDq so obtained still remains 
as a unique parameter.

Thus, only if the model potential is refined, 
one may calculate the IQDg from first prin
ciples, within the framework of the crystal 
field theory, by introducing the extensive confi
guration.
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